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Introduction

Why did I decide to talk about spectral sequences?

They are a useful tool that can be used in many different situations.

Many people do not know them or are afraid of using them.

Many people think they are not a computational tool.

I have worked with spectral sequences for a long time...
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Introduction

Consider the chain complex

C˚ : ¨ ¨ ¨ ÐÝ Cn´1
dn
ÐÝ Cn

dn`1
ÐÝÝÝ Cn`1 ÐÝ ¨ ¨ ¨ dndn`1 “ 0

The n-homology group of C˚ is defined as

HnpC˚q :“
Ker dn

Im dn`1

Given a simplicial set X , a chain complex C˚pX q can be constructed such
that the homology groups of X are defined as

HnpX q :“ HnpC˚pX qq
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Definition of spectral sequence

Definition

A spectral sequence E “ pE r , d r qrě1 is a family of bigraded Z-modules
E r “ tE r

p,qu, each provided with a differential
d r “ td r

p,q : E r
p,q Ñ E r

p´r ,q`r´1u of bidegree p´r , r ´ 1q and with

isomorphisms HpE r , d r q “ Ker d r{ Im d r – E r`1 for every r ě 1.
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Ş

rě1 E
r
p,q.
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Why are spectral sequences useful?

They usually converge to interesting things (frequently homology or
homotopy groups).

Definition

Let H˚ “ tHnunPN be a graded group. A spectral sequence pE r , d r qrě1 is
said to converge to H˚ (denoted by E 1 ñ H˚) if there is a filtration F of

H˚ and for each pp, qq one has an isomorphism E8p,q –
FpHp`q

Fp´1Hp`q

Examples:

The Serre spectral sequence converges to the homology groups of
the total space of a fibration.

The Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence converges to the
homology groups of the loop space of a simplicial set.

The Adams spectral sequence converges to the homotopy groups of
a simplicial set.
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Why are spectral sequences useful?

Theorem (Serre, 1951)

Let G ãÑ E Ñ B be a fibration and suppose the base B is 1-reduced.
There is a spectral sequence converging to H˚pE q whose second page is
given by E 2

p,q “ HppB;HqpG qq.

Suppose Hi pG q and Hi pBq are zero for odd i and free abelian for even i .
The entries E 2

p,q of the E 2 page are then zero unless p and q are even.
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Problems of spectral sequences

The problem of differentials
In some cases it is not possible to deduce all the differential maps and
obtain the final groups

The extension problem
Even if we obtain the final groups, we can face extension problems to
determine H˚

They are not algorithms producing the desired H˚
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Spectral sequences of filtered complexes

Definition

An increasing filtration F of a chain complex C˚ “ pCn, dnqnPN is a
family of sub-chain complexes . . . Ď Fp´1C˚ Ď FpC˚ Ď Fp`1C˚ Ď . . .

Theorem

Let C˚ be a chain complex with a filtration. There exists a spectral
sequence with

E r
p,q “

Z r
p,q ` Fp´1Cp`q

dp`q`1pZ
r´1
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Programs computing spectral seq. of filtered complexes

Remark: when the initial chain complex is of finite type, the groups
E r
p,q (of all levels!) can be determined by means of diagonalization

algorithms on some matrices without knowing the differential
maps.

First implementation: new module for the Kenzo system.

A. R., J. Rubio, F. Sergeraert. Computing spectral sequences. Journal of
Symbolic Computation 41 (10), 1059–1079, 2006.

Other implementations (in GAP, for finite type complexes):

M. Barakat. Spectral Filtrations via Generalized Morphisms. Preprint, 2009.
https://arxiv.org/abs/0904.0240

G. Ellis, P. Smith. Computing group cohomology rings from the
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. Journal of Symbolic
Computation 46 (4), 360–370, 2011.

https://arxiv.org/abs/0904.0240
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Programs computing spectral seq. of filtered complexes

Remark: when the filtered chain complex is not of finite type, the
groups E r

p,q and the differential maps d r
p,q cannot be directly

determined.

By using the effective homology theory, implemented in the Kenzo
system, it is also possible to determine spectral sequences of chain
complexes which are not of finite type.
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Programs computing spectral seq. of filtered complexes

Our programs work in a similar way to the method that Kenzo uses to
determine homology groups of a given chain complex:

If a filtered complex C˚ is of finite type, its spectral sequence can be
determined by means of diagonalization algorithms on some matrices.

Otherwise, a pair of reductions C˚ðð Ĉ˚ññD˚ from the initial chain
complex C˚ to another one D˚ of finite type (also filtered) is
constructed, such that (thanks to some theoretical results) the
spectral sequences of C˚ and D˚ are isomorphic after some level.
The pair of reductions C˚ðð Ĉ˚ññD˚ is called the effective
homology of C˚ and D˚ is said to be effective.

Our programs determine the groups E r
p,q’s and the differential maps d r

p,q’s
for every level r .

A. R., J. Rubio, F. Sergeraert. Computing spectral sequences. Journal of Symbolic
Computation 41 (10), 1059–1079, 2006.
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Applications

Applications of our programs computing spectral sequences of filtered
complexes:

We can compute the spectral sequence associated with a bicomplex.

We can compute the classical spectral sequences of Serre and
Eilenberg–Moore, defined by means of filtered complexes, even when
the spaces are not of finite type and (some) differential maps cannot
be easily deduced.
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Bousfield–Kan spectral sequence

Associated with a simplicial set X , not defined by means of a filtered
complex, under good conditions converges to π˚pX q.

Its definition is much more complicated and involves different
mathematical structures such as

Cosimplicial spaces

Loop spaces

Inverse limits

Towers of fibrations

There does not exist a formal expression for the groups E r
p,q’s as in the

case of the spectral sequence associated with a filtered complex.
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Bousfield–Kan spectral sequence

We have developed an algorithm computing all the components of the
Bousfield–Kan spectral sequence.

A. R., F. Sergeraert. A Bousfield–Kan Algorithm for Computing the Effective
Homotopy of a Space. Foundations of Computational Mathematics 17(5),
1335-1366, 2017.

To this aim, we have developed first an effective homotopy theory.

A. R., F. Sergeraert. Effective homotopy of fibrations. Appl. Algebra Eng.
Commun. Comput. 23(1-2), 85-100, 2012.

Other ingredients have been necessary.

A. R. Computing the first stages of the Bousfield–Kan spectral sequence. Appl.
Algebra Eng. Commun. Comput. 21(3), 227-248, 2010.

A. R., F. Sergeraert. Programming before theorizing, a case study. Proceedings
ISSAC 2012, 289-296.

A. R., F. Sergeraert: A Combinatorial Tool for Computing the Effective Homotopy
of Iterated Loop Spaces. Discrete and Computational Geometry 53(1), 1-15, 2015.
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Spectral systems

The notion of spectral sequence of a filtered complex was generalized by
B. Matschke for a filtration indexed over a poset I , i.e. a collection of
sub-chain complexes tFiC˚uiPI with FiC˚ Ď FjC˚ if i ď j .

A spectral system (also called generalized spectral sequence or higher
spectral sequence) is a set of groups, for all z ď s ď p ď b in I and for
each degree n:

Snrz , s, p, bs “
FpCn X d´1n pFzCn´1q

dn`1pFbCn`1q ` FsCn

and differential maps dn : Snrz2, s2, p2, b2s Ñ Sn´1rz1, s1, p1, b1s.

B. Matschke. Successive Spectral Sequences. Preprint, 2013.
http://arxiv.org/abs/1308.3187v1.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1308.3187v1
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Spectral systems

They generalize classical spectral sequences and usually converge to
interesting things.

Generalized Serre spectral sequence for a tower of fibrations.

Generalized Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence for a pull-back
diagram of fibrations.
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The posets Zm and DpZmq

Consider Zm, seen as the poset pZm,ďq with the coordinate-wise order
relation: P “ pp1, . . . , pmq ď Q “ pq1, . . . , qmq if and only if pi ď
qi , for all 1 ď i ď m.

A downset of Zm is a subset p Ď Zm such that if P P p and Q ď P in Zm

then Q P p.

We denote DpZmq the collection of all downsets of Zm, which is a poset
with respect to the inclusion Ď.
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Serre spectral systems

We recall the definition of the Serre spectral sequence:

Theorem (Serre, 1951)

Let G ãÑ E Ñ B be a fibration and suppose the base B is 1-reduced.
There is a spectral sequence converging to H˚pE q whose second page is
given by E 2

p,q “ HppB;HqpG qq.

This result has been generalized to towers of fibrations:

E0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Em´1 B

G0 Gm´1
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Serre spectral systems

Theorem (Matschke, 2013)

Consider a tower of m fibrations. There exists an associated spectral
system over DpZmq with 2-page

S˚n pP;mq – HpmpB;Hpm´1pGm´1; . . .Hp1pG1;Hp0pG0qqqq,

with P “ pp1, . . . , pmq P Zm and p0 “ n ´ p1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ pm, which under
suitable hypotheses converges to H˚pE0q.

For m “ 2, we have two fibrations:

E N B

G M

where the base B is 1-reduced. Then, there exists a DpZ2q-spectral system
converging to H˚pE q whose second page is given by

S˚n pP; 2q “ Hp2pB;Hp1pM;Hn´p1´p2pG qqq, P “ pp1, p2q P Z2.
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Programs computing spectral systems

We have enhanced our programs for classical spectral sequences, to
compute the groups Snrz , s, p, bs and the differential maps for all
indexes.

Our programs are also valid in the integer case and this makes it
possible to solve the possible extension problems.

They can also be applied in the infinite case, where the effective
homology method can be used to determine the groups Snrz , s, p, bs
by means of a pair of reductions between the initial chain complex C˚
and an auxiliary chain complex of finite type.

A. Guidolin, A. R. Effective Computation of Generalized Spectral Sequences.
Proceedings ISSAC 2018, 183-190.
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Programs computing Serre spectral systems

We consider a tower of simplicial fibrations.

We have defined the associated spectral system in this framework.

We use the previous programs and the effective homology method to
deal with spaces of infinite nature.

A. Guidolin, A. R. Computing Higher Leray–Serre Spectral Sequences of Towers of
Fibrations. To appear in Foundations of Computational Mathematics.
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Relation with multipersistence

Consider a filtration over Zm, endowed with the usual coordinate-wise
partial order ď.

For m=2:

K1,1 K2,1 . . . KN,1

K1,2 K2,2 . . . KN,2

. . . . . . . . .

K1,N1 K2,N1 . . . KN,N1
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� � //
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Associated invariant: rank invariant

βP,Q
n :“ dimF ImpHnpKPq Ñ HnpKQqq, P,Q P Zm, P ď Q.
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Relation with multipersistence

We show that spectral systems and multipersistence are related,
generalizing previous results for spectral sequences and persistent
homology.

We have developed programs computing multipersistence by using
our previous programs for spectral systems, generalizing other existing
software.

We propose and compute a new descriptor which allows one to express
other topological features and distinguish between different filtrations.

We use the effective homology theory to apply our programs to
spaces of infinite type.

A. Guidolin, J. Divasón, A. R., F. Vaccarino. Computing Multipersistence by Means
of Spectral Systems. Proceedings ISSAC 2019, 195-202.

A. Guidolin, J. Divasón, A. R., F. Vaccarino. Computing invariants for
multipersistence via spectral systems and effective homology. Journal of Symbolic
Computation 104, 724-753, 2021.
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Spectral systems combining Serre and Eilenberg–Moore
spectral sequences

We consider the following diagram of fibrations:

ΩB F

F̃ E B

and the following spectral sequences:

Eilenberg–Moore s. s. of F Ñ E Ñ B, converging to H˚pF q.

Serre s. s. of ΩB Ñ F̃ Ñ E , converging to H˚pF̃ q – H˚pF q.

We are interested in defining a spectral system combining both spectral
sequences, by means of a Z2-filtration on the chain complex
CobarC˚pBqpZ,Zq bt C˚pE q.

D. Miguel, A. Guidolin, A. R., J. Rubio. Towards a new spectral system combining
Serre and Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequences. Poster in MEGA 2021.
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New Kenzo-SageMath interface

The Kenzo program can deal with infinite objects are coded by means of
functional programming. Indeed, it is the only program that permits
computations in algebraic topology over (some kind of) infinite structures.

Kenzo is written in Common Lisp and it lacks a friendly interface.

SageMath is a general purpose computer algebra system. It uses Jupyter
notebooks as a graphical user interface, and it is mainly developed in
Python.
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New Kenzo-SageMath interface

We have integrated the Kenzo system within Sagemath as an interface
and an optional package.

Our work makes it possible to communicate both computer algebra
programs and enhances the SageMath system with new capabilities in
algebraic topology. In particular we can compute some kind of spectral
sequences, dealing with simplicial objects of infinite nature.

J. Cuevas-Rozo, M. Marco-Buzunáriz, A. R. Computing with Kenzo from Sage.
MEGA 2019, software presentation.

J. Cuevas-Rozo, J. Divasón, M. Marco-Buzunáriz, A. R. A Kenzo interface for
algebraic topology computations in SageMath. ISSAC 2019, Best software demo
award.

J. Cuevas-Rozo, J. Divasón, M. Marco-Buzunáriz, A. R. Integration of the Kenzo
system within SageMath for new Algebraic Topology Computations. Mathematics
9(7), 722, 2021.
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Demo

https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/ana-romero/mega2021-kenzo-sage/

master?filepath=PresentationMEGA2021.ipynb

https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/ana-romero/mega2021-kenzo-sage/master?filepath=PresentationMEGA2021.ipynb
https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/ana-romero/mega2021-kenzo-sage/master?filepath=PresentationMEGA2021.ipynb
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